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we have changed the home page: it's much more up to date and better
organized. you will now find our latest news first. and on the front page
you will find the most recent releases. in the downloads section you will
find all our xg releases and updates. and in the back of our site you can

see the most recent updated xg-pages. we have made some
improvements to our site: now the front page is more up to date and

better organized. you will now find our latest news first. and on the front
page you will find the most recent releases. in the downloads section you
will find all our xg releases and updates. and in the back of our site you
can see the most recent updated xg-pages. yamaha is still working on a

new way to export all your xg midi files (of course you can keep
exporting them in any way you have already been doing). at the moment

you can only export your midi files to.wav-files. unfortunately, the new
midi player is still not working, so you can only export to.wav-files. you
can use the old xgc-midi converter software (by falcosoft, as mentioned
above) to import the.wav-files back into the newer midi player. a new
update has been released on the yamaha xg-systems site. the update

contains the new vst2 plugin with extended support for the ymz100 and
the xg50, which is the same as the s-yxg50. in addition, we have added a

mac os x version. the vst2 plugin can be download via the developer-
area. use the downloads page to install the file. you can download the

wav version as well, but it's very heavy in terms of size. however, if you
wish to try and get it working with your current soft synth, then it is

possible to convert it, provided you have the necessary tools and know-
how. the wav file can be used with any vsti or daw, however, as it's

uncompressed it may sound worse than the midi version. the wav file
only contains the wavetable, any additional synth effects (such as adsr)

and midi information are not included. please ensure you have the
correct sound engine/sample format for your target daw.
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a software midi synthesizer for windows, which functions as a vsti plugin.
supports both the yamaha xg and the roland gs extensions, which is a
unique feature of the s-yxg50. the vsti was a part of the yamaha sol2
package. yamaha discontinued support of this software synthesizer in

2003. as it is abandonware now, a portable version of the vsti was
created (installation and registry keys are not required). it uses

embedded (into dll resources) official 4mb wavetable files, which is the
best version of wavetable files for the s-yxg50. the version of the driver

should be: 4.0.13.20 (i included the 20 because the current working
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driver, v. 4.2, was incompatible with cakewalk. version 4.20 is said to be
fully compatible.) download the xg_player.exe file from:

http://www.wincustom.com/download.php?id=3. for other download links
with other versions, please check the website attached to this guide. ( i

did not use a mirror site as it could cause problems if the files are copied
to the temporary directory via the windows start menu.) i have been

running through all the tasks on this page for a week now, and i still can
not get it to produce midi file playback even for a note. i downloaded a

trial copy of this program, and i can't get it to produce any sound at all. i
just didn't get to the point of compiling either of the libraries as it

appeared that i would not be able to use the program without editing the
"bks.ini" file that is part of the download. all of the help files, and the

disclaimer text make it clear that this product is not to be used to
"breathe" into a project, but to be used for a specific purpose. (don't use

it if you are not familiar enough with midi to use it in midi groups for
example.) 5ec8ef588b
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